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ABSTRACT 
Web application is most common used application all over the world in order to perform communication. There 

are various challenges in web application like security, time and space etc. As far as time is convent web server 

process the request and then generates the reply to the client. In this duration time taken by web server should 

be minimum. This review paper throws some light on the methodologies by which the server response time can 

reduces. The web Pre-fetching is one of the best concepts in order to make the web application more efficient. 

This paper also discusses about the web pre-fetching over various methods. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Rapid growth of web application has increased the researcher’s interests in this era.  All over the 

world has surrounded by the computer network. There is a very useful application call web 

application used for the communication and data transfer. An application that is accessed via a web 

browser over a network is called the web application. Web caching is a well-known strategy for 

improving the performance of Web based system by keeping Web objects that are likely to be used in 

the near future in location closer to user. The Web caching mechanisms are implemented at three 

levels: client level, proxy level and original server level [1,2]. Significantly, proxy servers play the 

key roles between users and web sites in lessening of the response time of user requests and saving of 

network bandwidth. Therefore, for achieving better response time, an efficient caching approach 

should be built in a proxy server. 

Web caching and prefetching are the most popular techniques that play a key role in improving the 

Web performance by keeping web objects that are likely to be visited in the near future closer to the 

client. Web caching can work independently or integrated with the web prefetching. The Web caching 

and prefetching can complement each other since the web caching exploits the temporal locality for 

predicting revisiting requested objects, while the web prefetching utilizes the spatial locality for 

predicting next related web objects of the requested Web objects [1]. Prefetching is used as an attempt 

to place data close to the processor before it is required, eliminating as many cache misses as possible. 

Caching offers the following benefits: Latency reduction, Less Bandwidth consumption, Lessens Web 

Server load. Prefetching is the means to anticipate probable future requests and to fetch the most 

probable documents, before they are actually requested. It is the speculative retrieval of a resource 

into a cache in the anticipation that it can be served from the cache in the near future, thereby 

decreases the load time of the object [3].  

Web caching is usually transparent to the user and to the application designer, except for the possible 

improvement in response time [4]. The application designer, when planning the development of a 

system, usually will not have enough information to judge if a web cache is involved. Also, if this 

developer is not knowledgeable in network protocols, he or she will focus on the application 
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functionality, i.e., the interface between the scripting language and the database and the assembly of 

the pre-defined response pages [5]. 

A pre-fetching and caching ratio model used to improve hit ratios of accessed documents, the 

architecture of which consists of three functional a mining mechanism consisting of the pattern 

mining, here in this frequent item set is found by using graph approach and based on it frequent 

pattern are discover, based on this caching and pre-fetching ratio is found out and Finally make 

conclusions. 

The main Aim of this paper is to demonstrate that web pre-fetching is an effective solution to reduce 

web latency perceived by the users, and that it can be implemented easily and efficiently in the current 

real environment.  

This paper has divided into six major sections including this one. First section is introduction of the 

topic. The second section describes the web mining with their types. Third and fourth section gives an 

idea about web prefetching and its types. Fifth section throws some light on previous work as a 

related work and finally we conclude the paper in section six. 

II. WEB MINING 

Web mining is the extension of data mining research [5] in the Web environment. It aims to 

automatically discover and extract information from Web documents and services [6]. However, Web 

mining is not merely a straightforward application of data mining. New problems arise in Web 

domain and new techniques are needed for Web mining tasks. The World-Wide Web is huge, diverse, 

and dynamic, and thus raises the issues of scalability, the problems of modelling multimedia data and 

modelling temporal Web respectively. Due to these characteristics of WWW, we are currently 

overwhelmed by information and facing information overload [7]. Users generally encounter the 

following problems when interacting with the Web [8]: 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Taxonomy of Web Mining 

 

 Finding relevant information: Users can either browse the Web manually or use automatic 

search service provided by search engines to find the required information in WWW [9]. Using 

the search service is much more effective and efficient than manual browsing. Web search service 

is usually based on keyword query and the query result is a list of pages ranked by their similarity 

to the query. However, today’s search tools have the problems of low precision and low recall [5]. 

The low precision problem is due to the irrelevance of search results and it results in the difficulty 

of finding relevant information, while the low recall problem is due to the inability to index all the 
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available information on Web, and it results in the difficulty of finding the unindexed information 

that is relevant. 

 Creating new knowledge out of the information available on the Web: - Based on the 

collection of Web data on hand, users always wonder what they can extract from it. That is, users 

hope to extract potentially useful knowledge from the Web and form knowledge bases. Recent 

research [10] focused on utilizing the Web as a knowledge base for decision-making.  

 Personalization of the information:-Users prefer different contents and presentations while 

interacting with the Web [6]. In order to attract more Web users, Web service providers are 

motivated to provide friendlier interface and more useful information according to users tastes 

and preferences.  

 Learning about consumers or individual users:-Some Web service providers, especially the e-

commerce providers, have kept a large number of records of their customer’s behavior when they 

visit the Web sites [5,10]. Analyzing these records allow them to know more about their 

customers, and even predict their behaviour. To meet this need, some traditional data mining 

techniques are still useable, while some new techniques are created. 

References [8] categorize Web Mining into three areas of interest based on which part of the Web 

is used for mining: Web content mining, Web structure Mining and Web Usage Mining [10]. 

Figure 1 shows the taxonomy of Web mining. Web content mining and Web structure mining 

utilize the real or primary data on the Web, while Web usage mining mines the secondary data 

derived from the interactions of the users when they interact with the Web. As a pre processing 

for Web mining tasks, Web page cleaning mines the inner content of Web pages to discover rules 

for noise cleaning. Thus, Web page cleaning is a task of Web content mining [11]. 

2.1. Web Content Mining  

Web content mining is the major research area of Web mining. Unlike search engines that simply 

extract keywords to index Web pages and locate related Web documents for given (keywords based) 

Web queries, Web content mining is an automatic process that goes beyond keyword extraction [12]. 

Web content mining directly looks into the inner contents of Web pages to discover interesting 

information and knowledge. Basically, Web content data consists of texts, images, audios, videos, 

metadata as well as hyperlinks. However, much of the Web content data is unstructured text data [7] 

[9]. The research on applying data mining techniques to unstructured text is termed Knowledge 

Discovery in Texts (KDT) [13], or text data mining, or text mining. According to the data sources 

used for mining, we can divide Web content mining into two categories:  Web page content mining 

and Web search result mining. Web page content mining directly mines the content of Web pages. 

Web search result mining aims at improving the search result of some search tools like search engines 

[14]. 

2.2. Web Structure Mining 

Web structure mining studies the topology of hyperlinks with or without the description of links to 

discover the model or knowledge underlying the Web [15]. The discovered model can be used to 

categorize the similarity and relationship between different Web sites. Web structure mining could be 

used to discover authority Web pages for the subjects (authorities) and overview pages for the 

subjects that point to many authorities (hubs). Some Web structure mining tasks try to infer Web 

communities according to the Web topology [16]. 

Web page cleaning is a crucial pre processing of Web pages for most Web structure mining tasks 

since the linkages in noisy parts of the Web pages are usually harmful to Web connectivity analysis. 

2.3. Web Usage Mining 

Web usage mining is the third category in web mining. This type of web mining allows for the 

collection of Web access information for Web pages. Usage mining also allows companies to produce 

productive information pertaining to the future of their business function ability. Some of this 

information can be derived from the collective information of lifetime user value, product cross 

marketing strategies and promotional campaign effectiveness [17]. Web usage mining is the process 

of extracting useful information from server logs i.e. users history. Web usage mining is the process 
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of finding out what users are looking for on the Internet. Some users might be looking at only textual 

data, whereas some others might be interested in multimedia data [18]. 

III. WEB PREFETCHING 

Web pre-fetching is another very effective technique, which is utilized to complement the Web 

caching mechanism. The web pre-fetching predicts the web object expected to be requested in the 

near future, but these objects are not yet requested by users. Then, the predicted objects are fetched 

from the origin server and stored in a cache. Thus, the web pre-fetching helps in increasing the cache 

hits and reducing the user-perceived latency [7]. 

Web pre-fetching is a technique that made efforts to solve the problem of these access latencies. 

Specially, global caching methods that straddle across users work quite well. However, the increasing 

trend of generating dynamic pages in response to HTTP requests from users has rendered them quite 

ineffective. Pre-fetching is used as an attempt to place data close to the processor before it is required, 

eliminating as many cache misses as possible. Caching offers the following benefits: Latency 

reduction, Less Bandwidth consumption, Lessens Web Server load. Pre-fetching is the means to 

anticipate probable future requests and to fetch the most probable documents, before they are actually 

requested. It is the speculative 40 retrieval of a resource into a cache in the anticipation that it can be 

served from the cache in the near future, thereby decreases the load time of the object [8, 19]. 

IV. TYPES OF WEB PRE-FETCHING 

Web Pre-fetching techniques can be divided into two type location based web pre-fetching and link 

based pre fetching.  

 Location based pre fetching:- Location based pre fetching can be implemented on server, proxy 

or client side.  The client-based pre-fetching concentrates on the navigation patterns of a single 

user across many Web servers. On another hand, the sever-based pre-fetching concentrates on the 

navigation patterns of all users accessing a single website [7]. The proxy-based pre-fetching 

concentrates on the navigation patterns of a group of users across many Web servers. Thus, this 

approach can reflect a common interest for user’s community. In other words, the pre-fetching 

contents can be shared by many users [7,8].   

 Link based pre fetching:-Link pre-fetching is where a web page tells your browser that you are 

likely to visit a certain page next so your browser should immediately request that next page even 

though you haven't actually gone there yet.[19]  DNS pre-fetching is where your browser tries to 

speed up future requests by resolving the IP address of every link on web pages you visit (just in 

case you decide to click on them).  

V. RELATED WORK 

Some author gives an idea of web pre-fetching. It also discuss about the web object pre-fetching. 

Some authors describe web mining techniques. They explain how the web mining works. What is the 

taxonomy of web mining? As the web mining uses in order to pre-fetch the web page [1]. Web mining 

is the integration of information gathered by traditional data mining methodologies and techniques 

with information gathered over the World Wide Web. Web mining allows you to look for patterns in 

data through content mining, structure mining, and usage mining.  There are other papers presents the 

idea to use the web log. How the web log can use with other method in different purposes. Here we 

see that web log is a very important file to investigate the crime. Similarly it can useful to prefetch the 

web page in efficient manner. A server log is a log file (or several files) automatically created and 

maintained by a server of activity performed by it [5].  

Here the studied papers also throw some light on Markov model. This is a mathematical model based 

on probability theory. The simplest Markov model is the Markov chain. It models the state of a 

system with a random variable that changes through time. In this context, the Markov property 

suggests that the distribution for this variable depends only on the distribution of the previous state. 

Here we found that it can be apply for the web pre-fetching [20,21].  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_logging
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markov_chain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_variable
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Various approaches have been developed in improving the efficiency of Web servers, including 

improved hardware (speed, bandwidth) and software solutions (more suitable models and protocols, 

better algorithms) [9,10]. A commonly used and effective technique is pre-fetching that preloads some 

data to the local cache before it is actually requested anticipating that these data are to be requested by 

the user in the near future so that they will be readily available locally rather than retrieved from 

remote sites. Of course, the preloading process is to retrieve from remote sources, but it can be done 

without perceived delay from the user’s point of view, simply because there is always a time gap 

between consecutive requests from the same user in the Web environment and the Web server can use 

this time gap to pre-fetch the predicted pages [1, 2, 4]. Successful pre-fetching will not only reduce 

the delays for users’ requests for Web objects, but also result in less overall network traffic and lighter 

loads on the Web servers. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

There are large number of web application has been used for the various purpose. These applications 

should be good at its response time. Therefore the web caching and web prefetching are the 

approaches which can be applicable for the enhancing the response time of a web application. This 

paper is a assessment on these approaches. These concepts come under the web mining so here we 

also covered the web mining. This paper also throws some light on the previous work as in the related 

work. In related work we found that the web prefetching can apply on any web application. This 

approach can apply with various strategies. 

In future we would like to apply the web mining as the concept of web prefetching in order to enhance 

the quality services of a web application with hybrid approach. 
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